Notice Regarding Cusco ZERO 2R Suspension Coilovers
Due to high volume of requests, Cusco USA would like to take this opportunity to announce imperative
information in regards to the rebuild process and availability of replacement components for the ZERO 2R series.
Released back in the late 1990s, the Cusco ZERO 2R consisted of shock absorbers made by the Showa Corporation
and were the last model of coilovers that we had contracted an outside manufacturer to produce the shocks.
In current times we are very proud to state that all products including shock absorbers are engineered and
manufactured in-house by Carrosser / Cusco Japan.
Therefore, due to changes in these manufacturing circumstances, Cusco regretfully would like to inform all
customers that the shock absorbers for the ZERO 2R is not eligible for the rebuild service due the unserviceable
construction (sealed) of the shocks itself. Additionally, this last statement leads us to announce that
the replacement shock absorbers are discontinued so they are not available for the ZERO 2R.
As a remedy for this solution, Cusco USA has put together a conversion package for existing ZERO 2R owners
where the coilover set is upgraded to a 24 way damper ZERO 3 unit. This kit will include the upgraded 24 way
race shock absorbers along with lower brackets and all hardware for the conversion at the same rate of buying
replacement ZERO 2R shock absorbers alone.

ZERO 2R Upgrade Kit to ZERO 3

PILLOWBALL UPPER MOUNT (REUSED)

PILLOW NUT, COLLAR, WASHER, ETC
UPGRADE

SPRING (REUSED)

SPRING PERCH LOCK NUT
UPGRADE

SHOCK ABSORBER
UPGRADE

5 WAY DAMPER
ADJUST

CASE LOCK NUT
UPGRADE

CASE BRACKET (REUSED)

24 WAY DAMPER
ADJUST

What is generally included in this upgrade:
•
ZERO 3 shock absorber
•
case lock nut
•
spring perches lock nut
•
upper pillowball nut
•
collar
*Included components may differ with various applications

MSRP: $1067.00 (sold in pair only)
Identifying ZERO 2R coilover kits:
We would require three pieces of information in order to provide the correct upgrade set.
1.
Vehicle year, make, model (Also the ZERO 2R Part Number)
2.
Part number of the ZERO 2R shock absorbers. [see fig. A]
3.
Spring ID (Either 65 or 73mm) [see fig.B]

SHOWA Shock Absorber Part Number

00B-6CS-R01A
00B-6CS-R08B
00B-6CS-R02A
00B-60S-R02A
00B-60S-R03A
00B-6CS-R10B

Located in this area

[Fig. A]

Spring Inner Diameter
65mm

73mm

To purchase, please contact your authorized CUSCO dealer for the
best price and to ensure the quickest customer support.

CUSCO USA Inc.

[Fig. B]
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